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About This Game

Front Office Football is a text-based sports simulation. It's a game for those of us who love the numbers in sports.
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Need Practice Squad rosters to be even more realistic. Playing FOF since Sept 2005 FOF8 I Purchased this game opening day, I
have spent nearly 800hours playing this delightful General Manager game and I really Love it. Many have spoken out about the
game planning, How it has changed and is different than past games. Just let the computer control your Game Planning isn't that
what a real GM would do? Be the GM learn what kind of players work with your Cordinators chosen Offense/Defense of taste!
I enjoy finding that hidden gem in the draft that everyone missed! I really get Pumped about player development, and this is
why FOF8 is a Superior Game. If you play long enough you can learn what to look for in a player to understand and know how
he will grow, and mature. "See the future player he will become!" When I Draft correctly and select that player who will
become a future All Pro, serious wood! If you like stats, numbers, the chance to be a real gm.almost, oh and if you think you're
talented jump into a multi player league and see if you can compete with players around the globe, enjoy the trash talking.its a
good time.. Very, very similar to previous releases, which is to say that it remains an excellent game for those interested in an
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American football management sim. The new interface is even more difficult than the old one until you figure it out, in that you
have buttons at the top of the screen, four headers of links below them, and then most confusingly of all, some number of
headers on the left side of the screen that show more links after hoving over them when they at first seem to indicate different
static sections of links. For a time, I had thought that a bunch of reports disappeared from the game. Once you get past that, all
is good.. Game takes some time to learn how things work.. Easily the best version yet, FOF8 is by far the best American football
text-sim out there. And while there is a bit of a learning curve and the UI leaves quite a bit to be desired, the underlying
gameplay more than makes up for all of that.. Great Game and great developer; May not be that "pretty" but fantastic overall
gm/coach sim.. I've been playing FOF for nearly 20 years and with the latest update, 8.2, Jim has gotten even closer to
"simulating" what it would be like to run (and even coach) a football team. The improvements in gameplanning and playbook
creation gives us even more control over week to week, heck, play to play, than ever before. Cudos to you, Jim, well done and
good luck with the new version of FOF/OOTP.can't wait!. You've spent years assembling a competitive football franchise, and
you've finally seen the success you have anticipated. It's the Superbowl, and you're down 35-28 with two minutes left. Your
franchise QB (dare I say future Hall of Famer?) leads a decisive two minute drill to tie the game at 35-35, and for the first time
ever the Superbowl goes into overtime. You receive the kick and once again drive down the field, but you are stopped near the
opponent's 40 yard line. It's fourth down and 1 yard to go, and it's too far to kick a reliable field goal. You could punt the ball
away, but your defense has been exposed today, and you doubt that they can hold. You could go for the first down, but if you
fail you'll give your opponent's high-flying offense the ball back with a chance to win the game in excellent field position.
Weighing your options, you finally decide to try and go for the first down. You line up in a power run formation, with your
opponent in a goal line formation, and you run the ball straight up the gut of the defense. Your RB takes the handoff -- and is
stuffed by the opponent's defense. You turn the ball over on downs and the opponents march down the field and score the game-
ending field goal. Only then do you realize the sheer effort required to create a championship franchise, and only then do you
realize you could lose it all in overtime of the biggest game of the year. There are no medals for valor, and no trophies for
second place. But hey -- at least your franchise left tackle is signed to a team-friendly deal for the next five years.. I been
playing Front Office Football (FOF) since FOF2k7 (I believe that was the 6th version). It's the only game that when a new one
comes out, I will be buying it. With FOF 8 (8th version) you get an endless in depth experience for YOUR franchise or for your
General Manager, depending on how you want to play. You won't find a better football sim anywhere. The new game planning
makes me feel more in control, especially of my offense than ever before. For anyone that has taken a liking to the game I
would recommend you join a multiplayer league. You can play against 31 other managers all with one goal. The FOF
community is great and always willing to help any new players.
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